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Abstract—Multicast routing is one of collective 
communication supports for parallel computing systems. 
This paper discuss the issue in network or low-level layers. 
The multicast routing can be implemented using tree-based 
and path-based methods. This paper presents performance 
evaluations of deadlock-free tree-based and multipath-
based multicast routing for networks-on-chip (NoC). 
Multicast packets are switched and scheduled in the NoC 
using a local identity tag-based multiplexing technique. The 
local ID-tag attached to every flit is updated over 
communication links allowing different flits of different 
packets to be mixed in the same queue. By using a fair flit-
by-flit round arbitration and multicast contention 
management to share communication channels, deadlock in 
intermediate nodes as a main problem in the tree-based and 
multipath-based multicast routing can be handled 
efficiently and effectively. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Multicast delivery services have been intensively used 
in large-scale multiprocessor systems, and have been 
fundamental services of some data parallel computer 
languages [1]. The use of multicast services in numerous 
parallel algorithms, e.g. parallel search and parallel graph 
algorithms, has been shown to benefit. In a single-
program multiple-data (SPMD) mode of computation, 
multicast communication is of benefit. The same program 
is executed on different processors with different data, and 
several data are proceeded in parallel. In a data parallel 
mode of computation, a variety of process control 
operations and global data movement such as reduction, 
replication, permutation segmented scan and barrier 
synchronization requires collective communication 
models. In a distributed shared-memory paradigm, 
multicast services may be used to efficiently support 
shared-data invalidation and updating. The multicast 
delivery can be implemented with software approach by 
sending a separate copy of the messages from the source 
to every destination node (unicast-based multicast 
delivery). However, this approach is unefficient in terms 
of communication latency and energy. 
Our NoCs, which is called XHINoC (eXtendable 
Hierarchical and Irregular NoC) has been synthesized at 
gate-level and supports both tree-based and multi path-
based multicast routing services. XHiNoC switches packet 
in the network by using a novel switching method called 
“womhole cut-through (WCT) switching method” [16]. 
The WCT switching method can solve effectively head-
of-line problems that usually occur when we use a 
traditional wormhole switching method. 
There are some network-on-chip prototypes that have 
been implemented so far. Æthereal NoC [2] and Nostrum 
[3] for example have used a time-division-
multiplexingmethod in order to be able to support further 
the multicast services. However, experiments by 
analysing multicast traffics and the NoCs performances 
over multicast deadlocks have not been released so far. 
II. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATIONS  
Multicast messages can be routed in the network using 
path-based [1], [4], [5] or tree-based [6], [7], [8] multicast 
routing. A higher probability that a multicast deadlock 
occurs in intermediate nodes has alleviated the intentions 
of the most of network designers to use tree-based 
multicast routing. However, the deadlock configuration 
can also occur theoretically in destination nodes when 
using path-based multicast routing, and particularly also 
in intermediate nodes when using dual-path or multipath 
routing. Therefore, a new multicast contention 
management and scheduling policy for effective 
deadlock-free multicast routing is presented in this paper. 
Moreover, the multicast networks presented in the 
abovementioned works are not dedicatedfor single-chip 
networks, and the routing hardware units presented in 
those works are very complex, and may also increase 
thelogic area after gate-level synthesis. In our NoCs, the 
adaptive routing algorithms used to route unicast and 
multicast packetsare the same resulting in a very efficient 
routing function gate-level implementation. 
The NoC presented in [9] has introduced the path-
based multicast routing to avoid multicast deadlock in the 
destination nodes by reserving virtual channels and giving 
priority for the multicast message over the unicast 
message on arbitration of link bandwidth. Experiments in 
the work show that the proposed multicast technique 
improves throughput, and does not exhibit significant 
impact on unicast performance in a network with mixed 
unicast-multicast traffic “only if” the network is not 
saturated. Our proposed multicast scheduling does not 
give priority for multicast messages (fair flit-by-flit 
arbitration between the unicast and multicast messages). 
Hence, the significant impact on the unicast performance 
is not presented “even if” the network is saturated. Indeed, 
the NoC in [9] has not been synthesized into logic gate 
level. 
The NoC presented in [10] uses a time-space-time 
switch designed for time-division-multiplexing (TDM-
based) NoCs. Slot map tables as central components are 
used as time slot interchangers to directly control the read 
and write operation to random access frame buffers. 
Unfortunately, although this work has mentioned the 
feasibility of implementing the multicast scheduling 
technique, a concrete multicasting procedure, system-level 
or RTL-level simulations for measuring the NoC 
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performance over multimessage multicast traffics and the 
NoC capability to handle the multicast deadlock are not 
presented in the paper. 
 
 
Figure 1.  2-D Mesh Planar topology. 
III. MULTIPATH AND TREE-BASED MULTICASTING 
A. 2D Mesh Planar Topology 
Fig. 1 presents an example of the 2-D mesh planar 4x4 
network. The network is physically divided into two 
subnetworks i.e., X+ (depicted in solid arrows) and X− 
subnetworks (depicted in dashed arrows). If the x-distance 
between source and target nodes (xoffset = xtarget − xsource) 
is zero or positive, then packets will be routed through the 
physical channels of the X+ subnetwork. If xoffs is zero or 
negative, then the packets will be routed through the 
physical channels of the X− subnetwork. We can assume 
that the ports connected with vertical links of X+ and X− 
subnetworks are denoted by (North1, South1) and 
(North2, South2) ports, respectively. Hence, the packets 
routed through the X+ subnetwork will have adaptivity to 
make West–North1, West–South1, North1–East and 
South1–East turns as well as West–East, North1–South1 
and South1–North1 non-turn routing. While the packets 
routed through the X− subnetwork will have adaptivity to 
make East–North2, East–South2, North2–West and 
South2–West turns as well as East–West, North2–South2 
and South2–North2 non-turn routing directions. 
The planar adaptive routing on a mesh topology is 
firstly introduced in [11] and deadlock-free. Instead of 
using virtual channels to implement the link interconnect 
between NORTH and SOUTH port as made in [11], we 
prefer to implement two physical channels to separate the 
NORTH–SOUTH link interconnects for X+ and X− 
subnetworks. The objectives of this approach are to 
maintain the router performance and to increase the 
network bandwidth. If the virtual channels are 
implemented in the NORTH and SOUTH ports, then we 
need to add two virtual queues at both incoming and 
outgoing ports. 
Rather than using such virtual queues, which can 
degrade router performance or increase data transfer 
latency, we substitute them by adding additional ports 
(NORTH2 and SOUTH2 ports) in the existing mesh 
router as presented in Fig. 3(b). Inthis approach, the 
number of additional queues is similar to the virtual 
channel implementation but it maintains the router 
performance. Nevertheless, the number of input-output 
pins is certainly increased. More explanations on the 
planar adaptive routing algorithm under planar network 
topology can be found in [17] and [18]. 
B. Multicast Packet Format 
Fig. 2(a) shows a multicast packet format for 
themultipath-based multicast routing. In this multicasting 
method, the destination nodes are grouped into four areas 
relative to an injection node X, Y i.e., Quadrant Area 1 
(Xoffset > 0 and Yoffset  0), Area 2 (Xoffset  0 and Yoffset > 
0), Area 3 (Xoffset < 0 and Yoffset  0) and Area 4 (Xoffset  
0 and Yoffset < 0). The first packet header representing the 
closest node in the multicast group is assigned as a Header 
(HEAD) flit. The other packet headers for other 
destination nodes located in the same group are assigned 
as Header-Tail (HTail) flits. The use of such flit types is 
aimed at simplifying the multipath-based multicast 
routing that will be explained in Subsection 3.C. 
 
 
Figure 2.  Multicast packet format. 
The Packet format for tree-based multicast routing is 
simple as depicted in Fig. 2(b). Each flit containing target 
nodes of a multicast node is assigned as a header flit, 
while the payload flits including the last payload flit are 
assigned as DBody and DEnd flits. A message in our NoC 
is associated as single packet with a header flit or header 
groups for mutlicast message sent into the NoC before 
payload flits. This format choice can guarantee in-order 
delivery when runtime adaptive routing algorithms are 
utilized. Fig. 2(c) presents the binary coding for the types 
of the flits, i.e. header (Head), header tail (HTail), 
databody (DBod) and tail (DEnd) flits. 
 
 
Figure 3.  Switch Structure. (a) Mesh Static XY routing, (b) Mesh 
Planar Adaptive Routing. 
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C. Multicast Routing Algorithms 
In this paper, three NoC router prototypes will be 
designed with different routing schemes to evaluate the 
area-performance trade-off of the multicast routers i.e., 
static XY tree-based multicast routing using a standard 
mesh router as shown in Fig. 3(a), as well as planar 
adaptive tree-based and multipath-based multicast routing 
using mesh planar router as shown in Fig. 3(b). In the 
static XY tree-based routing (TB XY), packets are routed 
firstly to horizontal X-direction and then to vertical Y-
direction. Hence, North-East, North-West, South-East and 
South-West turns are prohibited. In the planar adaptive 
tree-based routing (TB PA), the number of available free 
ID slots and routing directions that have been made by the 
same previous header flit are used as the second and the 
first priority weighting signals to decide for an adaptive 
routing direction. Packets from the LOCAL port that can 
be routed adaptively to horizontal or vertical direction will 
be prioritized to select the vertical direction (i.e. a 
situation where the numbers of free ID slots are similar in 
both outports and routing direction for similar packet has 
not been made previously to horizontal direction). While 
from any port (except from LOCAL port) the packets 
prefer to make non-turn routing direction if the packets 
can be routed adaptively to horizontal or vertical 
direction. 
In the multipath-based multicast routing (MPB), four 
routing paths are performed in the four multicast groups 
as mentioned in Subsection 3.2. In each group, the first 
packet header (HEAD flit type) is routed to its destination 
node followed by other header tails (HTail flit type), 
payload data (DBody flit type) including the payload tail 
(DEnd flit type) flits. When the first header (HEAD flit) 
reaches its destination node from a certain inport, the 
LOCAL routing information is assigned in a routing table 
and forwarded to a routing hardware unit in the inport. 
Then, when the first header tail (HTail flit) comes into the 
inport, the routing hardware will find appropriate routing 
direction for this header tail (it will not follow again the 
header flit that has been routed to the LOCAL port), and 
then its Type-field bits (HTail) is updated to HEAD flit 
type. Hence, the remaining flits behind will follow routing 
paths performed by this header flit until the header 
reaches also its destination node.  
D. Multicast Destination Ordering 
In the static XY tree-based multicast routing, the 
header ordering in source nodes is not required (the order 
of the destination addresses can be freely determined). 
The multicast routing will form communication paths like 
branches of trees connecting the source node with the 
destination nodes at the end points of the tree branches. In 
the planar adaptive tree-based multicasting, the 
destination ordering is basically not a must. However, 
based on our experience a good header ordering can 
optimize the number of tree-branches performed 
adaptively by the router. There are many schemes to order 
the packet headers. In this paper, we use a simple dual-
area dimension-order shortest distances i.e., the targets 
nodes are firstly grouped into X− and X+ targets. The 
destinations are firstly sorted based on the smallest Xoffset 
relative to the Xsource address (destination nodes located in 
Xoffset-distance closer to the Xsource will be sorted earlier). 
Afterwards, for each destination in the Xoffset distance 
subgroups, they are sorted again based on the smallest 
Yoffset relative to the Ysource address. Nevertheless, in 
order to avoid a double tree-branch in the vertical links 
related to the source node, the target nodes which have 
Xtarget address similar to Xsource are sorted as the last 
destination nodes. 
In the multipath-based multicasting, the packet 
headers are grouped into four groups as explained in 
Subsection 3.B. The destinations in each group are then 
sorted based on the smallest Xoffset relative to the Xsource 
address. However, the order of packet headers in each 
Xoffset-distance subgroup can be sorted increasingly or 
decreasingly depending on the location of the closest 
destination node in the next Xoffset-distance subgroup from 
the latest destination in the current Xoffset distance 
subgroup. 
E. On-Chip Router Architecture 
Fig. 3 shows the switch structures for networks with 
standard mesh and mesh planar topology. In the mesh 
standard, the EAST, NORTH,WEST, SOUTH and 
LOCAL ports are represented by port numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 5, respectively. While in the mesh planar, the EAST, 
NORTH 1, WEST, SOUTH 1, NORTH 2, and SOUTH 2 
and LOCAL ports are represented by port numbers 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively. The numerical numbers in the 
crossbar area represents the connectivity between links 
from the incoming ports to the outgoing multiplexors. 
Our NoC router microarchitecture is developed based 
on modular units and is grouped into incoming block and 
outgoing block components. Eachmodule contains generic 
codes, which are strongly related to the number of input-
output connectivities of each port. Fig. 4 shows the 
incoming and outgoing components in the Port 2 
(NORTH 1 port) of the mesh planar router for instance. In 
the incoming block, we need 3-input GMC (Grant-
Multicasting Controller) and RDec (Request Decoder), 
because the data coming from Port 2 is only connected to 
outgoing Port 1, 4 and 7. The GMC itself is an important 
unit to control the multicast flit release from the FIFO 
buffer. In the outgoing block, we need 3-input Arb 
(Arbiter), RFC (Request-Feedback Controller), WDec 
(Winner-out-Decoder) and 3-input outgoing multiplexor, 
because the data going out to Port 2 are from incoming 
Port 3, 4 and 7. The RFC unit is used to control multicast 
requests for avoiding improper multicast flit replications. 
 
 
Figure 4.  Architecture and components in Port 2 (NORTH 1). 
The design of our NoC routers is fully customized on 
demand. However, each VHDL entity contains generic 
codes, which enable us to derive a new VHDL module 
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with different behavioral architecture and the number of 
input/output pins according to the specification. The 
custom-genericmodular-based design approach enables us 
to develop easily irregular NoC topologies. 
There are different structures and intermodule 
signaling of the planar adaptive tree-based and multipath-
based routing between the RHL (Routing hardware logic), 
LUT (Routing look-up table) and the RDec modules, 
which are not presented in this paper for the sake of 
simplicity. The different implementation is affected by the 
routing behaviors of both multicast routings that have 
been explained in Section 3.C. 
IV. ID-BASED SWITCHING ORGANIZATION 
A. ID Slot Allocations 
In our NoC, unicast and multicast messages are 
multiplexed at each outgoing link based on an ID slots 
allocation technique. As a counterpart of a Time-Division 
Multiplexing (TDM) technique, our ID-based 
Multiplexing technique provides more flexible and 
optimistic solution for scheduling unicast or multicast 
message in networks at runtime. There is also no need for 
a global network view if the link would be scheduled 
preferably at design time. 
Fig. 5 shows how ID-slots of each outgoing link are 
allocated for each tree-branch of themulticast packets A, 
B and C which are injected into the mesh 4x4 NoC 
topology. As shown in the figure, each tree-branch of the 
multicast message has different local ID-tag. The local 
ID-tags are updated over the links by using an ID 
mapping management technique as later explained in 
Subsections 4.B. More details on the ID-based routing 
organization can be found in [13], [12] Some multicast 
messages have also contentions to access the same 
outgoing links in the figure, in which multicast deadlocks 
are performed. In order to overcome that problem, we 
introduce a fair flit-by-flit hold-release scheduling policy 
as presented later in Subsection 4.C. 
 
 
Figure 5.  ID-tag slot allocation of tree-based multicast packet routing. 
 
 
Figure 6.  ID-based routing and packet mixing. 
B. ID-based Routing Organization 
The ID-based scheduling technique enables us to mix 
different flits of different messages in the same queue and 
to perform a fair flit-by-flit round arbitration to share 
outgoing ports. Fig. 6 presents three messages (Messages 
A, B and C coming from EAST, WEST and NORTH port, 
respectively) in the router node (2,3) that are switched to 
the router node (2,2) through the same SOUTH outgoing 
port. For the sake of simplicity, only routing tables (LUT) 
of the routing engine (RE) units of the occupied incoming 
ports are presented in the figure. Message A, B and C 
have local ID-tag 3, 2 and 3, respectively. Hence, the 
SOUTH routing direction are indexed and addressed in 
the routing tables based on the ID-number. 
An ID management (IDM) unit at the SOUTH 
outgoing link as shown in Fig. 6 is used to update the 
local ID-tag of each packet into a new ID-tag before 
entering the next downstream router. Each new packet is 
allocated into a free ID slot and indexed/mapped based on 
its old local ID-tag and from which port it comes. As 
presented in the figure, Message A, B and C are mapped 
from local ID-tags 3, 2 and 3 into new local ID-tags 0, 1 
and 2, respectively. 
C. ID-Based Multicast Contention Management 
Deadlock configurations because of multicast 
contentions can occur not only in tree-based but also in 
multipath-based multicast routing. The deadlock occurs in 
a intermediate node when one or more outgoing links are 
simultaneously requested by the same multicast packet. 
Therefore, we propose a novel scheduling method to 
manage the multicast contention. More detail on how the 
multicast contention problem can be solved by XHiNoC is 
presented very clear in [12] and [14]. A multicast 
scheduling method and a fair flit-by-flit round arbitration 
of a so called hold-release multicast fair scheduling policy 
for the deadlock handling mechanism are depicted 
conceptually in [14] and formally in [15]. 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
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In this section two simulation scenarios are presented, 
i.e. a simple traffic scenarion with single multicast source 
and a complex random scenario with multiple multicast 
sources. Three on-chip networks with three different 
router prototypes are compared, i.e. a tree-based multicast 
router with static XY routing algorithm (TB XY), a tree-
based multicast router with planar adaptive routing 
algorithm (TB PA) and a multipath-based multicast router 
(MPB). 
A. Single Source Scenario 
Fig. 7 shows a simple scenario to evaluate the 
performance and communication energy of the three 
multicast router prototypes. Because only one multicast 
message injected to node (3,4) and ejected from 18 
destination nodes, then it is simple for us to analyse the 
routing paths and trees (traffics), the number of occupied 
nodes and links as well as the maximum hops to transmit 
data to the destination nodes. 2048 flits are injected to the 
source node S1. Hence, 36558 flits are acccepted in the m 
= 18 destination nodes (denoted with symbol T1.m). The 
number cycle periods to accept the last flit at each 
destination node is presented in Fig. 8. 
Communication energy, ECom, can be accumulated 
from the energy to store data in network router (node), ER, 
and in link (internode channel), EL (ECom = ER + EL). As 
presented in Fig. 7, the MPB multicasting requires more 
communication 
energy than the other two routing techniques (it uses 
43 nodes, including source node, and 42 links (channels) 
to transfer the multicast message). While the TB PA 
multicasting consumes the least communication energy (it 
uses 35 nodes and 34 links). 
The communication energy is strongly dependent on 
the pattern of the destination nodes and the selected 
routing decisions. As shown in Fig. 7 for instance, the TB 
XY routing consumes less transfer energy than the MPB 
routing for the destination pattern performed by T1.1, 
T1.2, T1.3 , T1.4 and T1.5. But less transfer energy is 
given by the MPB routing compared with the TB XY 
routing for the destination pattern performed by T1.10, 
T1.11 and T1.12. The TB PA itself takes the advantage of 
its routing adaptivity by making an optimal routing 
decisions in both destination patterns. 
 
 
Figure 7.  Scenario with one multicast source. 
 
Figure 8.  Simulation resuls of scenario in Fig. 7. 
B. Complex Random Scenario 
A more complex scenario used to evaluate the 
threemulticast routings is presented in Fig. 9. Multicast 
and unicast messages are injected from 10 (S1 until S10) 
and 5 (S11 until S15) source nodes, respectively. Each 
multicast message injected from Sn node will be then 
accepted from m=6 destination nodes (denoted by symbol 
Tn.m). Four multicast source nodes (S1, S2, S3 and S4) is 
selected in the center of the NoC, and their target nodes 
are selected randomly in the related vertical and horizontal 
addresses of the source nodes. In this configuration, 
multicast deadlock will be performed not only when using 
tree-based routing but also when multipath-based routing 
is used. The remaining source and target nodes of the 
multicast and unicast messages are selected randomly in 
the network. Although the traffic pattern does not 
represent an example of a real application, we are sure 
that the scenario can be accepted as one of the best-case 
scenario to verify our methodology.  
 
Figure 9.  Complex random  traffic scenario. 
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Figure 10.  Simulation results of scenario in Fig. 9. 
This traffic pattern performs some multi deadlock 
configurations because of contentions of some multicast 
messages to acquire the same links. 2048 flits are injected 
to each source node. Hence, 132820 flits ((6 × 10 × 2043) 
+ (5 × 2048)) are acccepted in the 60 (10 × 6) destination 
nodes. Each flit belonging to the same message injected 
from a certain node is encoded to recognize and 
differentiate it from other multicast messages. Every flit is 
then numbered in-order to enables us to check the flits 
one-by-one in our testbench program, whether any flit 
looses or is replicated improperly in the network or is 
accepted out-of-order in the destination nodes. 
Our experiments have succesfully proved our 
methodology, in which all flits are accepted looseless in 
the destination nodes without out-of-order problem and no 
improper flits replication. We have measured the number 
of cycle periods to accept thelast flit at each destination 
node. The tail flits transfer latency (in clock cycle) of the 
unicast messages and the maximum latency values 
selected among 6 tail flits accepted from the 6 target 
nodes as data representations for each multicast message 
injected from source nodes Sn are presented in Fig. 10. It 
looks that the NoC with the tree-based planar adaptive 
multicast router (TB PA) shows the best performance over 
the tree-based static XY (TB XY) and multipath-based 
(MPB) multicast router prototypes. While the MPB 
prototype gives smaller tail flit transfer latency than the 
TB XY prototype, because the number of contentions by 
using MPB router can be minimized. 
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